


Enable real engagement between people, ideas and
information, spark dialogue and promote powerful human
connections.
Establish and develop remote communities that develop
beyond the confines of synchronous events
Make it much more likely that people will act on what they
learn.

Our clients include businesses, charities, NGOs and
international institutions, ranging from global organisations like
UNICEF to small consultancies and freelances.

We support them to create and deliver online gatherings -
workshops, conferences, seminars, town hall meetings, team
development session and more - that consistently: 

We share game-changing communication skills for
collaboration and innovation in remote and hybrid teams.

We are part of a global community that's making a difference,
over distance. 

INTRODUCTION
We make online better than in-the-room
for more of the people, more of the time. 
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DEVELOPING CAPACITY

Short, focussed training sessions for anyone involved in online gatherings:
presenters, organisers, facilitators, trainers, producers and attendees
We're champions of participative learning. You won't be bored! 
Next-level training and one-on-one sessions are available

SUPPORTING EVENTS 
When both information-sharing and relationship-building really matter in your
online event, we'll help to make it happen 
Innovative, highly-engaging event design, effective facilitation, technical
support and more

LEADING CONVERSATIONS

Our Remote Together 24/7 online community 
Licensed Trainers 
Weekly linkletter
Keynote speaking

OUR SERVICES
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“Rees McCann provided just what we
needed, right when we needed it! When
our in-person conference was cancelled

last minute, we switched it to be an
online event with 100+ participants from

all over the world. 
 

Judy's remote facilitation training the
week before our event provided our team
with the skills and confidence we needed

to pull of a highly successful event. 
 

As a coordination team for a 16,000-
member global network, our work is 90%

"virtual", and we admit that we never
realized the full potential of the tools and

techniques (and our own facilitation
abilities!), until we went through the

training with Rees McCann.”

Peter Transburg, 
Senior Communications Coordinator, 

INEE - Inter-agency Network for Education
in Emergencies
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Innovate and create effectively together online - but with fewer meetings!
Our Collaboration Dynamics remote-team communication-development
programme helps distributed teams to work together to deliver results,
wherever they are

BUILDING COLLABORATION 5
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1.SUPPORTING EVENTS 

Enjoyable and interesting preparation sessions for organisers,
chairs/moderators, presenters, sponsors and participants, to build their
capacity to work within a highly-participative framework (rather than relying
on ‘webinars’ based on talk-over-slides)
As needed, higher-level training for the event team (see P4)
Practical set-up of technology, registration etc
Rehearsals to ensure everything goes smoothly on the day

PREPARING PEOPLE AND TECH

Production: Controlling the technology on the day to make it all happen and
ensure a smooth and professional run
Facilitation: Acting as MC for the live event, ensuring maximum
participation from the group. 
Mentoring and troubleshooting: At a formal and informal level, we will work
with you to share and hand over our knowledge and skills 
Technology: Offering suitable platforms for live online events, if required.

ON-THE-DAY SERVICES

The shape of an online event - the timing, the tech and the session
specifics - makes all the difference to engagement
Based on your briefing, we’ll recommend a structure for your gathering that
will to create the conditions deliver on your goals - and dreams
We’ll work with you to create a detailed who-does-what-when event plan

DESIGNING FOR RESULTS

Here's how it works:

The structure of online events is critical to their
success or failure. Unlike common webinar
formats that are boring, passive and forgettable,
causing Zoom fatigue, our Web Events That
Connect methodology engages real people in
colourful conversations around your content,
creating a genuinely memorable experience. 

Participants actively connect with each
other both before the event and in its
first minutes. This builds psychological
safety and inclusion, increasing
willingness to ask questions and join
discussions.

Everyone's clear about what the event
is for, why they are there and how they
can contribute. Frequent breaks and
short sessions help concentration and
focus

Presentations are short - under ten
minutes - and tightly on topic

Small groups discuss an aspect of the
presentation for just a few minutes, sparking
active, personal engagement  

The event ends on time with clear
action points defined, communication
channels established
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 CREATIVE SUPPORT AND FRIENDLY

FACILITATION CREATED A WORKSHOP

ATMOSPHERE IN A REMOTE EVENT

OUR METHODOLOGY: WEB EVENTS THAT CONNECT

Lively whole-group discussions are structured
to include a rich mix of voices, avoiding
tumbleweed moments and death by debrief



Our flagship, one-day-equivalent training, delivered live on a video call of
up to 16 learners, is offered in three ‘flavours’ for different interests:

LEAD EXCEPTIONAL REMOTE GATHERINGS

DEVELOPING CAPACITY

To maintain energy and focus, we favour short, highly-targeted live-online learning events. A single session of up to two hours is optimal, half a day possible.
We do not deliver (or recommend) all-day-online training.

We are champions of highly-participative learning. Our learners don't have to endure talk-over-slides; instead we invite them to continually engage so they
learn with, and from, each other. We create online spaces that feel psychologically safe and are stimulating and interactive.

OUR APPROACH
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for managers, team leaders and others who want their remote business
meetings, from routine team meetings to problem-solving sessions and
small workshops, to deliver exceptional results.

LEADING EXCEPTIONAL REMOTE MEETINGS:

WEB EVENTS THAT CONNECT:

for those who shape and/or deliver online workshops, conferences,
seminars and other small-to-medium-sized online events which blend
knowledge-sharing with active participation and relationship development.

EXCEPTIONAL REMOTE LEARNING FACILITATION:

for great-in-the room trainers who want to adapt their delivery skills
to the live-online learning environment.

For more information, visit reesmccann.com

Module 1: Foundations
Module 2: Structure
Module 3: Production 
Module 4: Facilitation

For each of these live courses, mix and match these two-hour sessions:

NEXT-LEVEL SKILL-BUILDING
FACILITATOR/MODERATOR MASTERCLASS:

Building your confidence as an online facilitator
Managing presenters, panels and audience questions 
Keeping the group 'on task' while handling the unexpected

REMOTE COURSE DESIGN:

Latest techniques for creators of live-online learning programs 

ENGAGING ONLINE EVENTS: THE COMPLETE GUIDE

Learn exactly what to do to create and deliver your highly-engaging
online event - at your own pace - with this recorded course packed
with templates, checklists, case studies and helpful tips 

QUICK TIPS FOR HYBRID MEETINGS

Learn strategies to involve and engage everyone, even when some
are in the office, some remote

REES MCCANN ARE LEADING EXPERTS

IN THE AREA OF ONLINE FACILITATION

SELF-PACED COURSES



JUDY IS A FANTASTIC TEACHER. 

YOU WILL ENGAGE AND 

LEARN BY DOING
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This unique communication skills development programme,
designed remote-first, is especially valuable for teams, or for
groups of managers, taking the training together.

Module 6: Taking decisions that stick

Participants learn approaches which establish a supportive 
 environment in which people are consistently working at their best
and learning continually, even in volatile, uncertain, complex and
ambiguous situations. 

It's a programme of six two-hour modules, usually held weekly:

Module 1: Getting clarity
Module 2: Being your best at work
Module 3: Feedback that delivers
Module 4: Overcoming obstacles
Module 5: Creative conflict

COLLABORATION DYNAMICS

In today's fast-changing world, problem-solving collaboration is needed
more than ever. But many organisations find it challenging to get the
critical conversations moving, especially online. 

Rees McCann are world leaders in remote team communication. We
can not only help you have better online meetings and other gatherings
better - we can help you to have clearer conversations, both
synchronously and asynchronously, so that you need fewer meetings to
reach better decisions.

REMOTE AND HYBRID WORKING

BUILDING COLLABORATION

For more information, visit reesmccann.com

CLEAN LANGUAGE: CLARITY FOR COLLABORATION

Clean Language is a remarkable approach to communication which can
dramatically improve collaboration within – and between – organisations. 

Our co-founder Judy Rees was the co-author of the first popular book on
the topic, Clean Language: Revealing Metaphors and Opening Minds,
and is known globally as an expert in the field. 

She created the Collaboration Dynamics programme to enable
managers, facilitators, team coaches and others to use Clean Language
to make a difference to their organisations easily and effectively,
delivering value from the start.

"A game-changing set of templates and
models to dramatically improve business

and personal communications."

Founder, A2 Agile
Tom Meloche, 



For more information, visit reesmccann.com

Inspiring and invigorating experiences with a community of like-
minded people
Innovations in the field of online meeting, learning and events
Answers to your questions 
Practice and development opportunities.

Our Remote Together 24/7 online community connects those who
want to make online gatherings better than in-the-room for more of
the people, more of the time. It’s the place for:

COMMUNITY

LEADING CONVERSATIONS

Our Licensed Trainers deliver Rees McCann’s courses,
consultancy and event services worldwide. Full details
are available on request.

LICENSED TRAINERS
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"Positive feedback keeps popping in my inbox. In meetings
and conversations, people have commented on the high
quality of the event, the way you were able to engage the

participants and all the valuable advice and tips."

Norwegian Refugee Council

Ingrid Sande Larsen
Learning and Development Specialist, 

Both Judy Rees and Steve McCann are in demand as
inspirational presenters at a wide variety of online events.

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

WE COULDN'T HAVE DONE IT WITHOUT 

 REES MCCANN... NOW WE WON'T BE

GOING BACK TO THE OLD NORMAL

Our weekly free linkletter is dense with useful things
about online gathering and working, effective
communication, learning and facilitation.

LINKLETTER



COURSES

Web Events That Connect
Facilitator / Moderator Masterclass
Leading Exceptional Remote Events
Exceptional Remote Learning Facilitation
Remote Course Design
Collaboration Dynamics

CONSULTING 
Online event design, facilitation and production
Choice of online event technology
Remote and hybrid working
Collaborative communication in remote and hybrid contexts
Improving remote and hybrid meetings
Workshop facilitation
Bespoke coaching, mentoring and training 
Keynote speaking

SUMMARY OF SERVICES

steve@reesmccann.com 
+44 7793821476 
reesmccann.com 

 
Rees McCann Limited, 67

Canterbury Innovation Centre,
University Road, Canterbury,

Kent, CT2 7FG
 

Company number 12546679 
VAT Number 316 9794 61

 

 

LIVE VIA VIDEOCONFERENCE:

SELF-PACED/RECORDED:

Engaging Online Events
Quick Tips For Hybrid Meetings
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